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Tt i11 known that the formation and the filling of "holes" at the internal electron shells of atonts lead 

to multifold ionization, the violation of chemical bindings and to the discomposition effect 
111

• The inves· 

tigations of charge atomic distr ibution in radioactive transmutations show that when one "hole" is filled, 

11 toms lose -7 outer electrons on average. In / 2/ it has been shown that ca11cade muon transitions in mesic 

atoms lead, mainly, to the ionization of in ternal atomic shells. Thus, in Rr me11ic atoms in muon transiti-

nns from the sh ells with the ba.si c quantum number n- 14 ~o the ground state, about 5 electrons can be 

emi tted. Consequently, in case wi th mesic atoms an average ion charge may be very large. The exi11tence 

of the so-called phenomenon of electron activation of mesic atoms leads, e.g., to the fa ct that the probabi· 

lity of the muon transition R within the levels of hyperfine structure de termined by the 11tate of the el~ctron 

shell of a me11ic ion at the moment of its disintegration/3/, will depend upon a ki nd of combination to 

which the atom understudy belongs. Jf a mesic ion Is in metal, the electron shell return11 to its gr!'und 

s tate at a time \, which is small compared to the muon lifetime /
11. Therefore, due to the conversion me

chanillm of atomic electrons / 3/ the value R will always be much greater than ...:__ . On the other hand, in 
r 

,!ielectric11 (e.g., in ion crys tals) the behaviour of mesic ions will be as that of contamination centres 

and, therefore, for them to>> /If. 1£ one takes into consideration that with the decrease of the electron 

number in an atom the potential of ionization of inner shells increases, for dielectrics R should be much 

less than _ 1_ . The ahovesaid statements can explain the experiment'\! fac/·V, that the values of ll in r 

mesic atoms of two pho11phor modifications greatly differ. Indeed, if one take11 into account that for pholl-

rhor mesic atoms the intera ction energy of hyperfine structure L\ W .. 185ev, and the energy of the absorp • 

tlon edge-L in silicium ( mesophosphor) V2
5 
~ 156 ev, one may conclude that for black modification (a 

conductor ) there is agreement of the calculating and mea11ured values of R. Calculation / 51 shows that 

when 3-4 electrons are ejected in mesic atom11, the value V
211 

> ~W. Therefore, for red phosphor (dielectric\ 

where to >> r • the value R turns out to be less than 1_ . ln/ 6/ it hu been shown experimentally 
r 

tha t the 11hell does not influence upon the rnuon polarization in diamagnetic metals and media. Therfore, 

there will be no electron shell influence in black phosphor as well / 4/ . The maximum electron asymmetry 

of (I' - e) - deca)' which was observed in the exper iment11 with red phospho/
4

•
71 

with the proceeeion fre

'luency of mesic nucleus spin which is two times less than the precession freque ncy of a free muon shows 

that there is no influence of the electron shell upon the muon polarizat ion in red phos phor also. 
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